
Instructions for Use
Weapons and Expendable Stores Certificate - MOD Form 706A(Chinook)

Weapons and Expendable Stores Certificate - MOD Form 
706A(Chinook)
1. General.  This form is used to record the Store State of an Aircraft.  Provision 
is made to record up to six Store States per form.  This form is not a certificate 
of work.  The use of ‘NCO’ throughout this form refers to a Non-Commissioned 
Officer who is of a suitable trade to complete this form.  This form is to be 
controlled in accordance with the MAM-D and local instructions, responsibilities for 
form completion are detailed in the following paragraphs.

2. Insertion and Removal of MOD Forms 706A(Chinook).  MOD Forms 
706A(Chinook) are to be inserted into, and removed from, the MOD Form 700C 
iaw the instructions for controlled forms on the MOD Form 799/1.  The NCO 
inserting this form, or making the first entry on this form, is to ensure the form is 
registered on MOD Form 713 (Register of Controlled MOD Forms).  They are then 
to open the form by recording the Aircraft Serial Number, Mark of Chinook, Sqn/
Unit responsible for the Aircraft, and the Sheet Number.

3. Store State Recording.  In the ‘Act’ Column, record one of the following 
identifying letters: L, C or U, as detailed in Paragraphs 3 a, b and c.  In the ‘Type/
Nature’ column, record the explosive Type/Nature (eg 7.62mm 4B/1T, DSTL 22, 
RF MEB).  In the ‘Qty’ Column, record the quantity of Expendable Stores that have 
been loaded/installed, checked, or unloaded/removed.

a. Weapons and Expendable Stores Loaded (L).  Upon completion of 
loading/installation of Weapons or Expendable Stores, the NCO I/C of that 
task is to record those details within the next available ‘Store State’ column 
as a Load ‘L’.  These details must reflect the current Aircraft Store State 
and the current RAF Form 2947(Chinook Weapons) and 2947(Chinook 
Countermeasures).

b. Weapons and Expendable Stores Checked (C).  If an Expendable Store 
has expended any amount, or a new Store State needs to be raised (where 
Stores have been previously loaded/installed), then the NCO may copy/update 
those previous details to the new Store State as a Check, ‘C’.  By doing so 
that NCO certifies that these Stores/Equipment have been suitably checked, 
confirmed to be serviceable, and are still correctly loaded/installed as per the 
relevant Maintenance/loading procedures and policies.

c. Weapons and Expendable Stores Unloaded (U).  Upon completion of 
unloading/removal of Weapons or Expendable Stores, the NCO I/C of that 
task is to record those details within the next available ‘Store State’ column 
as an Unload ‘U’.  These details must reflect the current Aircraft Store State 
and the current RAF Form 2947(Chinook Weapons) and 2947(Chinook 
Countermeasures).

4. Other Equipment.  Provision is available to record other relevant equipment 
that may not be included within the MOD Form 706(H) Aircraft’s Role State Form 
such as spare feeder-delinkers or spare barrels etc.

5. State Certificates.  Once the Store State has been completed, an NCO is to 
rule through the previous Store State and any unused areas.  They are then to 
sign the relevant State Certificate, certifying the current Aircraft Store State.

Note:  This signature is not a Certificate of work; work carried out is recorded on 
RAF Form 2947(Chinook Weapons) and 2947(Chinook Countermeasures).

6. Form Removal.  If there are no more available ‘Store State’ columns or this 
form is no longer required within the Aircraft’s MOD Form 700C, then it is to be 
removed by an authorized person, ensuring a record of the removal is made in the 
Aircraft’s MOD Form 713 (Register of Controlled MOD Forms).  Any unused areas 
must be ruled through prior to removal.

7. Form Retention.  This form is to be retained in accordance with MAM-D Part 1 
Chapter 2.3.
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